THE STANDING STONES OF EUROPE

Megalithic structures built with stone, prehistoric monuments of enormous size, are found in many parts of the world. The greatest number are found in the British Isles and Brittany. They are of many different kinds, stone rings of various sizes and shapes. There are circles, flattened circles, ellipses and egg shaped rings, straight avenues of standing stones arranged to link grids and multiple rows. The question has challenged modern man ever since he has observed these stone monuments of the past, "What is the reason for these stones?" They are at times of enormous magnitude. One of the single megalithic stones is The Great Ergrah which has broken into three pieces. It is on the peninsula in Quiveron Bay, South Brittany. This megalith once stood over 60 feet high and was clearly visible from 10 miles at sea it was estimated to have weighed 340 tons. One of the greatest combination of stones was found at Stonehenge. In which these megalithic stone monuments stand in a set of circles and to this day it is still tempting archological investigators as to the meaning of these stones.

RECORDS ARE WRITTEN IN STONE
by Marcel Vogel

I awoke one morning and as I came to awareness I heard a voice within me speak and say in these words, "Records are written in stone". This happened many years ago and I did not fully comprehend the substance and meaning of these words until I fell in a Jaccuzzi pool, and injured my leg. I felt no pain, but three to four days later I began to lose function in this leg until almost no function was left. Dr. Ward Lamb, a Chiropractor, treated the leg with no real success. In a subsequent treatment the words that I had heard came to me and I spoke of them to Dr. Lamb. I focused my mind's eye on the area, slowed up the scene, and saw that my lower leg and ankle had struck the step. Once that image was brought to active consciousness, Dr. Lamb felt heat in that area and was able to manipulate and release the stress and tension that was stored there. In other words the bony structure, which is crystalline, stored the vibrations of the fall. Locked it into the limb, that pattern was inactivating my body to such an extent that my limb was becoming disfunctional.

By focusing your mind on the traumatized area, you can reconstruct the image erase the pattern and the body becomes functional and normal.
The thought came to me that if we store information in the bony structure of our body could not the ancient people have stored information in the megalithic structures that they built, over eons of time, out of stone and in the form of standing circles. I was able to investigate Stonehenge in the early 70's when it was possible to freely explore the structure. Underwood, in his research, discovered that there was a grouping of ley lines underneath the stones of Stonehenge and a spiral ley lines exist under the altar stone. (A ley line is a moving body of water that emits a weak but distinct magnetic field). This field, in turn, can interact with the stones that Stonehenge and create a secondary field that you can tune to. It is possible to release the information that is stored in Stonehenge. Along with four other people I located one of the ley lines going to the altar stone. I stood on the ley line, with the four other people around me in a semi-circle facing the altar stone. I pointed a four sided healing crystal at the altar stone. We all breathed in and then breathed out, we were drawn through the crystal and out into space. We experienced an altered state of consciousness. We experienced the use of these stone as information transfer systems for communication with other intelligences in outer space. We had a very profound altered state of consciousness.

Those who are truly interested can tune into these stones discover a storehouse, a library of information, waiting to be used. We can use this information for intergalactic communication. I recommend you try it yourself. When you come into contact with these types of megalithic monuments, it is my belief that man not only stored information in written records, but in standing stones as well. By utilizing the power of a crystal, and the power of standing stones, as a means of information storage that transcend any written record that we have today.

Information on this will be continued in the next newsletter along with additional experiences that the author had in India. It is wise not to criticize, but to experience judge for yourself with understanding and fulfillment.

BOOKS

The Sphinx and the Megaliths, John Ivimy, Turnstone Books, Ltd., 37 Upper Addison Gardens, London W14 8AJ. This is an excellent book to bring the historic aspects of the megalithic sites and their arithmetic models and geometric form into focus. It is remarkable when you read this book and compare the geometric patterns of these megalithic sites to the structures in Egypt and Greece. (Note: see map on next page)

Stone Circles of the Peak, John Barnatt, Turnstone Books, Ltd., (above) This is the first detailed study of a group of stone circles within one region. Thirty six circles
MARCEL VOGL'S 1988 SEMINAR SCHEDULE

APRIL 23-24 CARROLLTON, GA PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL CONFERENCE "From Laboratory to Life" 1502 Maple St., 30117. Tel. 404/830-8696

MAY 13 MENLO PARK, CA East/West Bookstore Lecture, arrive at 6:30pm, 415/325-5709

MAY 15-22 SEVEN DAY CARRIBEAN CRUISE AND SEMINAR
Two persons per cabin $1,195 per person + seminar fee
Three persons per cabin $1,020 per person + seminar fee
Four persons per cabin $925 per person + seminar fee
An additional $350 seminar fee is due to P.R.I. prior to departure. Space is subject to availability, send your $200 deposit to Connie as soon as possible. Rates include port taxes and round trip air fare from major cities to San Juan, Puerto Rico. "The Song of Norway" will sail to St. Maarten, St. John's Antigua, Martinique, St. Thomas & Barbados. A $200 deposit check, no credit cards accepted, must be in NOW, and the balance is due March 10. Call Connie: 1-800/621-0854 Ext. 331 or 408/252-5520 or Judy at P.R.I., 408/279-2291.

MAY 27-29 WEST PALM BEACH, FL WEEKEND WITH MARCEL VOGL, Contact Rumi Da 305/699-1672

APRIL 9 & 10 SAN FRANCISCO, CA "The Transforming Power of Crystals" with Judy Mingo. Contact PRI, 408 279-2291

JUNE 6-14 DENMARK Doctors only two day seminar & a Public two day seminar. Contact Kurt Ingeisen - Tel. (45) 6 86 40 44.

JUNE 25-28 OTTAWA, CANADA THIRD INTERNATIONAL NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES SYMPOSIUM AND EXPOSITION, Call (819)777-9696 Marcel will present a paper.

JULY 10 SANTA CRUZ, CA DOWSING CONFERENCE at U.C. Santa Cruz, lecture Contact: Mary Satterlee 408/238-1188

JULY 15-17 LOS ANGELES, CA CRYSTAL CONGRESS, Lecture/workshop Call 415/388-8355

JULY 20-24 DAYTON, OH U.S. PSYCHOTRONICS ASSOCIATION, a talk, 321/728-8941

SEPT. - OCT. AUSTRALIA Contact Brian Williams, 07/366-5766

ROBERT FRITCHIE'S SCHEDULE

FEB.26 & 27 BOSTON, MA Lecture on Crystal Healing, contact Terri Fedrow 617/739-1861

ARLENE McGINITY'S SCHEDULE

MAR.22-MAY 24 CARMICHAEL, CA AWAKENING TO THE POWER WITHIN, Ten classes on Tuesday nights 7:--9:00pm Cont. Arlene McGinity 916/489-3385 P.O.Box 660352, Sacramento, CA 95866
VOLUNTEERS The lab has need of services in the following areas: transcribing, typing, artwork, word processing, editing, clerical, grant writing and research. If you wish to help, please contact us at 408/279-2291.

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE WHO DONATED THEIR TIME AND LOVE TO P.R.I. to help us in our research: Doti Boon, Rumi Da, David Darknell, Robbi Garcia, Carmen Icaza, Loretta Lockhart, Inga and Birthe Madsen, Cathy Quintana, Jane Seligson, Nancy Silverstein, Joy Swenson.

THE CRYSTAL HEALING INSTRUCTORS The following people can provide interesting and informative lectures on crystal healing. They have all been trained by Dr. Vogel and speak knowledgeably in relation to their particular specialties. All of these instructors will travel. Rozanne Baxinet, Ph.D MFCC, Sacramento, CA 916/927-3779 Loretta Ferrier, Ph.D. Psychologist, Novato, CA 415/898-2111 Bob Fritchie, Ontario, CA (Los Angeles Area), 714/983-5240 Carol Klausner, San Diego, CA 619/298-3815 Warren Klausner, Clairmont, CA 714/621-7105 Judy Mingo & Jennet Grover of the P.R.I. Staff, San Jose, CA 408/279-2291

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT AND DONATIONS. The laboratory has been supported solely by Marcel’s lectures, and by the sales of crystals, the new medallion, newsletter, audio and video tapes. The more private funding donated, the more time Marcel will have to supervise and perform research in the lab. Remember P.R.I. is a non-profit corporation. Help us to help you.

PSYCHIC RESEARCH, INCORPORATED
1725 LITTLE ORCHARD ST., UNIT “C”
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
408/279-2291

DATED MATERIAL — ATTENTION MAIL ROOM:
This is a paid subscription — please expedite.